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Chapter 1320

“You have all been together for so long, don’t you have this confidence yet?”

“It’s not that I don’t have self-confidence. I just don’t want to be too selfish in
everything like before. If this is the case, I will be easily disappointed in the
future. I am planning for the worst in everything now. I will be very surprised if
I do this.”

Stella was a little silent after hearing this, but she didn’t expect Jessica’s
temperament to be polished like this. She fixedly looked at Jessica in front of
her for a long time, and suddenly stretched out her hands to embrace her
shoulders.

“Silly girl, you can love someone very much, but you can’t lose yourself to love
him. Even if Victor Han is my brother, I have to tell you these words. You can’t
be so humble in your relationship, you are together. , You are equal, you like
him, and he likes you. But if he doesn’t like you as much as you like him, then
you don’t like him too much.”

Otherwise, the person who paid a lot in the end will always be bruised.

Stella had a deep understanding of this matter.

These words entered Jessica’s heart word by word, she patted Stella’s
shoulder, pretending to be relaxed.

“Don’t worry, I will not lose myself. I just adjusted my lifestyle and mentality to
make my future full of infinite surprises. Think about it, I think it’s impossible,



but it becomes possible in the end. Was it a pleasant surprise? But if I think
it’s possible, and I’m disillusioned in the end, I’ll be sad and can’t accept this
result. But now I won’t, because I have already planned the worst in the
beginning. So even if that day does come, I won’t…be that difficult to accept.”

These remarks are from her psychology. I have to say, Stella actually thinks
what she said makes sense?

Although this is a bit pitiful, there are many surprises.

Perhaps everyone has their own lifestyle and choices, and she shouldn’t
interfere too much.

Thinking of this, Stella said in a casual way: “Well then, you can do it yourself,
then I will accompany you in to check.”

“Yeah!” Jessica nodded.

When the examination results came out, it was confirmed that Jessica was
indeed pregnant.

Holding the report, Jessica almost cried, and finally she hugged Stella and
buried it on her shoulder.

“Congratulations, Jessica, we are going to be a mother.”

Jessica thought to herself, Victor Han would be a father too.

However, she still does not want to tell Victor Han the news.

“Don’t tell your brother about this matter for now, can someone else do it?”
Jessica pulled away and began to discuss with Stella.



“Huh? You didn’t want to say because you were not sure before, but now you
are sure, what is or you don’t want to say?”

Jessica’s expression was a little shy, and she whispered: “I want to prepare
again, and then tell him.”

When Jessica said this, Stella probably understood what she wanted to do,
“Well, then I don’t know anything about this matter for the time being. What
you said is right. After all, it’s between you. Things, I shouldn’t interfere too
much.”

“Hmm.”

After leaving the hospital, Jessica went back by herself. After Stella got in the
car, Walter’s expression was cold: “Resolved?”

Stella replied and leaned in to say hello to Little Bean Sprout, “Little Bean
Sprout, Mommy is back.”

“What is she looking for you for?”

Walter still had a sorrow for Jessica. He didn’t forget what Stella, his best
friend, did before. This time he called Stella out and occupied their time!

“I didn’t do anything. She was not feeling well, so let me come with her to
check it.” Stella continued to tease Xiao Bean Sprout, the expression on her
face kept changing.

Seeing the vivid Stella making a face like this under her nose, Walter’s anger
and impatience that he had waited for a long time earlier gradually dissipated.

“Can’t you come to the hospital by yourself if you feel sick? It’s not that
children want someone to accompany you. Now you have a husband and
children and you are very busy.



Stella’s movements finally stopped, and then raised her head to look at Walter
inexplicably.

“I find that you are becoming weird now.”

Her eyes were clear, as if he could reach her heart through his eyes, Walter’s
thin lips were pursed, and then he said: “Really? Why is it strange?”

“You used to… don’t seem to be so sticky to me, but now you always stick to
me, as if you are afraid that I will disappear. What’s wrong?”

Walter was speechless by this question.

But he just didn’t think about how to answer her. Indeed, although the two
were together before, he didn’t stick to her like he does now.

“I found that it seems that you have been stuck to me since you recovered
your memory. When I have finished giving birth, this situation will get more
serious. Has anything happened? Why do you follow me like this?”

Stella had never asked him so seriously before, and now she took this
opportunity to ask simply.

Walter pursed his thin lips and began to think deeply.

In fact, this question should start at the time when he recovered his memory.

No one has experienced what he has experienced. When the plane crashed
and he fell into the sea, what kind of despair he experienced.

He should be the groom that day, and his beloved woman is still waiting for
him to marry her at the wedding.



But he couldn’t go there that day, Walter could almost imagine how desperate
Stella could not see herself under the witness of relatives and friends, and
surrounded by reporters.

He was also afraid that something would happen to him, and then he would
never see her again.

So when the memory recovered, these memories and rolling emotions were
like falling into the ocean helplessly, struggling to resist, but being
photographed by a wave almost unconsciously.

People are really small in front of nature.

These memories are like the waves at the beginning, one by one coming
more menacingly, allowing him to deal with the exhaustion from the beginning
to the end, and then… be swallowed by the waves.

In addition, when Stella gave birth to small bean sprouts, Walter followed into
the delivery room and witnessed her having a baby, almost exhausted.

At that time, Walter held her hand tightly, looked at her bloodless cheeks, and
thought of how he was being beaten out by waves one after another on the
ocean, and finally exhausted.

Thinking of this, Walter’s consciousness slowly returned, and then he saw
Stella looking at him worriedly, “What’s wrong with you?”

After speaking, he stretched out his hand and shook in front of him: “Is it
okay? Looking at your expression, you don’t think of bad memories, right?”

“No.” Walter didn’t want her to worry, so he immediately denied it, but Stella
didn’t believe it, because his expression just now seemed to have fallen into
the memory, how could it not be?



Stella probably knew about his memory, so she made Walter show such an
expression, she thought she could probably guess what it was.

Chapter 1321

Suddenly, Stella stretched out her hand to hug Walter’s shoulder, and then
gently leaned her head on his shoulder.

“Don’t panic, don’t be afraid. Memory is memory. It has no power except to
disturb your mind. The previous things are over. Now I am by your side. We
have millet beans and bean sprouts, your grandfather. I will stay with you by
your side.”

Stella’s soft words gently brushed Walter’s heart for the night, her fingertips
moved, she hugged the small bean sprouts in her arms tightly, and her lips
slowly evoked a smile.

Yes, his Stella was right.

Although he has gone through wind and rain, the important people are now by
his side, and although he is facing death, didn’t he die in the end?

However, Walter raised his eyebrows, “You said these things, hoping that I
would never follow you again?”

Stella coughed lightly, with an embarrassed expression: “I didn’t say that
about ducks, I just saw you look sad just now, so I will comfort you, lest you
think too much by yourself someday. .”

Walter glanced at her, stretched out his hand to pinch her nose, and said in a
deep voice, “Pi.”

The two seemed to be a boyfriend and girlfriend who had just been together.*



Since Lin Xuzheng met Xu Yanwan in the Han Group that day, there has
always been an uneasy feeling in his heart.

So he asked people to check Xu Yanwan’s previous experience, because she
suddenly said that she was bankrupt, and there must be a reason for this.

So after Lin Xuzheng’s investigation, he knew how the Xu Group went from
being a well-known overseas group to the demise and finally disappeared.

After reading the information, Lin Xuzheng only sighed, because he never
thought that the Xu family, who was so powerful back then, would have
disappeared like this.

Suddenly, Xu Yanwan was the only one left in the Xu family.

Human hearts grow in flesh, even a stranger, after knowing that Xu Yanwan
has such an experience, will give birth to sympathy.

Not to mention that the three of them were childhood sweethearts who grew
up and played together.

To be honest, Lin Xuzheng also treated Xu Yanwan as a younger sister.

And most importantly, Lin Xu has always known her thoughts about Victor
Han.

It’s just that Lin Xuzheng always thought that Victor Han was going to be an
orphan, so Xu Yanwan’s true feelings would be put to nothing.

It’s just that afterwards, even Lin Xuzheng didn’t even think about it, a little
face would appear in the middle, and then Victor Han would be taken.



Then he never thought that Xu Yanwan’s family would go bankrupt and she
would be the only one left, and finally came to the Han Group.

Thinking about it, it feels a bit disturbing.

But soon, Lin Xuzheng’s lips showed another meaningful smile.

His friend Victor Han has always been calm and self-sufficient. If he meets two
women who are jealous for him, one is his childhood playmate and the other
is his beloved woman, how will he react?

It is true that Lin Xuzheng wanted to see how Victor Han would react, but…
the cost of doing so is estimated to be too great.

So Lin Xuzheng planned to ask Xu Yanwan to come out for a chat.

When Xu Yanwan received the call from Lin Xuzheng, she was not surprised
at all. Since meeting at the company that day, Xu Yanwan had guessed that
he would come to her.

“I didn’t expect your speed to be so fast. It seems that although you haven’t
managed the company much in these years, Lin’s position in Beich has not
diminished at all.”

Hearing, Lin Xuzheng smiled slightly and said softly: “It seems that you have
guessed that I will find you?”

“Yeah.” Xu Yanwan nodded and said lightly: “It’s just that I didn’t expect your
speed to be so fast.”

Lin Xuzheng didn’t talk nonsense with her anymore, and directly asked her out
to meet.



The two met in a cafe

Lin Xu was sitting inside and waiting. Because he was on the second floor, he
had a wide field of vision. From a distance, he saw Xu Yanwan walking
towards this side through the glass window.

In the past, Xu Yanwan was picked up and picked up by a special car, and
they were all famous brands.

But now, the outfit on her is no different from the one seen at the company
that day.

It should have come out of the professional suit she was wearing, and the
high heels on her feet, which obviously didn’t fit her feet.

The former eldest lady is now down and down like this.

Lin Xuzheng picked up her cup and took a sip of coffee, not knowing what it
was like.

The relationship between the previous three was really good. After all, at that
time, everyone was simple and didn’t have so many ideas. But after Lin Xu
got a girlfriend, he slowly left the team.

After that, Xu Yanwan immigrated with her parents.

Just now…

Xu Yanwan had already walked into the coffee shop, and after saying her
name to the waiter, the waiter led her upstairs.

“Here.” Gentleman Lin Xuzheng stood up and pulled a chair for Xu Yanwan.



Xu Yanwan watched this scene, but didn’t move. It took a long time before she
said: “I am not the eldest lady of the Xu family for a long time. You don’t need
to do this in the future.”

Hearing, Lin Xuzheng raised his eyebrows: “Xu Yanwan, do you think I will do
this based on your identity?”

Xu Yanwan pursed her lips, but did not answer.

“This is based on the love of the past, the love of growing up together, don’t
you understand?”

While talking, Lin Xuzheng bent his fingers and flicked Xu Yanwan’s forehead:
“If the family is bankrupt, won’t you even deny your elder brother?”

Brother?

A surprised expression appeared on Xu Yanwan’s face and she looked at Lin
Xuzheng.

“We grew up together since we were young. When I was sensible, you were
so tall.” Lin Xuzheng also gestured, “You were madly pursued by the boys in
school when you were in school, and you were followed after you refused. ,
Didn’t I help you settle the matter?”

Before mentioning it, Xu Yanwan gradually fell into memory.

Yes, when the three of them grew up together, she was the only girl among
the three, so she always received special care.

But the most of these special care comes from Lin Xuzheng, and Victor
Han…very rarely.



Unless she asks, or is met by him in person, then he will not die.

“Don’t you just break your child? You are already a big girl. This bit of suffering
can always be overcome. There is nothing to look away.”

Hearing, Xu Yanwan lowered her eyes and laughed faintly.

“Yeah, don’t you just go broke…”

Don’t you just go broke…

What’s the big deal?

It’s really no big deal, but Xu Yanwan always wants to cry a little, after all, for
her, she really has nothing now.

But Victor Han is so good, but she has nothing…

Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan’s eyes became wet.

“I have no other intentions. I call you out today to renew the past.”

Finally, Lin Xuzheng called her to sit down. After Xu Yanwan sat down, she
adjusted her mood and raised her head again.

Chapter 1322
“Come, see if there is anything you want to eat.” Lin Xuzheng handed her the
menu, while saying: “I remember you used to like desserts the most, let me
have one?”

“No need.” Xu Yanwan shook her head, “I don’t eat sweets anymore.”



Sweets may indeed make people feel better.

But sweets also have a lot of disadvantages. They are easy to gain weight
and diabetes, and they are not good for blood sugar.

Lin Xuzheng didn’t care before, because every time she ate too much, her
parents always told her, but now? She had nothing, no longer cared about her,
and no one cared about whether she was asleep in the dead of night.

She can only learn to take care of herself, and try not to do what she can’t do.

Finally, Xu Yanwan only had a cup of black coffee.

Lin Xuzheng, who was sitting opposite, saw that she asked for a cup of black
coffee, and suddenly didn’t know what to say.

She won’t touch the ones she likes again, but…

Seeing Xu Yanwan like this, Lin Xuzheng felt a very strong sympathy. He lost
his wife at the time and experienced a period of despair like Xu Yanwan.

Not to mention that paragraph, even now, he dare not say that he has come
out.

After the coffee came, Xu Yanwan took a few sips. The bitterness filled the tip
of her tongue and mouth, gradually spreading, and finally drawn to the bottom
of her heart.

She herself didn’t know whether the bitterness was coffee or her own mood.

After Xu Yanwan drank a small cup, she raised her head to look at Lin
Xuzheng.



“Let’s talk about Brother Lin, who suddenly called me out. Is there anything
you want to tell me?”

Lin Xuzheng: “…”

Cough, this girl is really smart and clever, she just called her out for a trip, did
she actually guess it?

“What? I asked the little girl out, can’t just chat? I have to have something to
say to you?”

Xu Yanwan smiled faintly.

“I don’t think it’s that simple. That day when you were at the company, you
seemed to be hesitant to talk. It’s just that you should have other things, so
you didn’t catch up with me and ask me. Now how long has passed, Brother
Lin came to look again. Me, the chances of okay are very small.”

“Well, you are still as smart as before.”

“Go ahead, what does Brother Lin want to tell me?”

“It’s not a big deal. We used to be the three of us together when we were
young. You didn’t have a chance abroad before. Now you are back. So I want
to take this opportunity to call out Victor Han. The three of us still sit and talk
together. Have a chat.”

Hearing, Xu Yanwan frowned and called out Victor Han?

“Yan Wan, if you agree, I can call Victor Han now, and the time will be…”

“No!” Just as Lin Xuzheng was about to say the next thing, Xu Yanwan
interrupted him quickly, and then rejected his proposal.



“I look like this, I am not the same Xu Yanwan I was when I was a child. I was
a child when I was a child, and now it is now. There is no need to look back.”

After speaking, Xu Yan stood up quickly and walked out the door quickly.

Lin Xuzheng’s eyes narrowed, and quickly got up to stop her.

“Lin Xuzheng?”

Xu Yanwan looked up at him, probably not expecting that he would suddenly
stop her “What on earth do you want to do? You want me to meet Victor Han
and let him know about my work in his company. This is your true purpose,
right? “

She has to say that Xu Yanwan was indeed right.

Lin Xuzheng really wanted to let Victor Han know about this.

Xu Yanwan’s smile became sad, and her eyes were disappointed, “I didn’t
expect that the person who claimed to be my eldest brother wanted to
calculate me like this.”

“Yan Wan, how can this be called a calculation? Why do you have to be
aggressive in your current situation?”

“So Brother Lin is pitying me?” Xu Yanwan approached the person in front of
her step by step, pressing her hand on her heart, “I feel that my current job
position is too low, that I have a miserable life, or that my parents died very
poorly, so I want to help me? Treat me as a beggar?”

The latter words were over-exaggerated. What Lin Xuzheng wanted to
persuade her at this moment completely disappeared, leaving only anger, “Xu
Yanwan!”



Xu Yanwan stood still.

“If you still remember the friendship with Brother Lin when you were young,
you should know that we are friends and we have the friendship of growing up
together. It is normal for friends to help each other, but what about you? What
do you think about being so resistant to us?”

It is normal for friends to help each other.

Yes, Xu Yanwan thought so before, but why can’t she accept it now?

Seeing her not speaking, Lin Xuzheng said again: “No, maybe I should correct
it, you are not resisting us.”

Xu Yanwan’s heart trembled and she seemed to feel what he was going to say
next.

She consciously wanted to interrupt him, but it was too late.

“Maybe the person you really resisted is Victor Han!”

Xu Yan widened her eyes suddenly, staring at Lin Xuzheng.

After a long while, she burst into laughter.

“Why do you say that?”

“Did I make a mistake?” Lin Xuzheng pursed her lips, walked sideways to the
chair next to him and sat down, tapping her index finger on the table: “You are
willing to come and see me, sit here and talk to me, but I When it comes to
Victor Han, you are like a rabbit with only one tail trampled on. Isn’t this what
the resistance is? So now, let me guess the reason for your resistance to
Victor Han?”



“Don’t say it!” Xu Yanwan interrupted him again.

“Do you not want to listen, or are you afraid to listen?”

“Lin Xuzheng!”

“Actually, you liked him when you were young. Brother Lin has always known
about this.”

Lin Xuzheng finally spoke out what was in her heart. Xu Yanwan was stunned
and looked at her blankly. He didn’t expect that she would still say it.

Her inner thoughts were cut out so clearly, Xu Yanwan didn’t know whether
she should cry or laugh.

“So? What did Brother Lin say about these things?”

Lin Xuzheng did not speak.

But Xu Yanwan approached him step by step: “You don’t want to say, or I’ll
say it for you? You think I like Victor Han, so I deliberately lurk in his company,
right?”

These words made Lin Xuzheng frown.

“I just didn’t expect that now I don’t even have the right to choose a company
to stay? Lin Xuzheng, why do you want to take care of my affairs? When I
submitted my resume, I joined the Han Group by the way. I am a member of
the Han Group. I recruited me. I don’t know what’s wrong with my stay in the
Han Group? I don’t know my existence without Victor Han. I just want to work
there. Isn’t that okay?”



In front of her ‘brother’ who grew up with her and even cared about her, Xu
Yanwan, who had always been calm and gentle, lost control.

Lin Xuzheng walked up to her and looked down at her deeply.

“Work hard? But, are you sure you think so in your heart?”

Chapter 1323
She grew up with Xu Yanwan.

“I really understand Xu Yanwan’s thoughts. If in the world except her parents,
he should be the person who knows her best.”

Because Lin Xuzheng is good at observing human nature.

Xu Yanwan is indeed the kind of person who can hide her emotions. If hadn’t
grown up together, maybe Lin Xuzheng couldn’t guess her thoughts.

“What do you mean by this?” Xu Yanwan looked at him incredulously, her lips
gradually waking up with a bleak smile.

Lin Xuzheng finally put on a serious expression on her face, and solemnly
said: “You didn’t just join the Han Group, you have been in the group for a
while, presumably you already know that Victor Han already has a girlfriend.”

“So what?” Xu Yanwan asked back.

Hearing, Lin Xuzheng frowned, so what?

“Don’t you like him?”



“Yeah, I won’t pretend to be in front of you. I like him, but I like him. Does it
matter to him having a girlfriend?”

Lin Xuzheng: “…”

“Just because he has a girlfriend, I can’t even… secretly like him?” Xu
Yanwan clutched her heart and emphasized word by word: “I grew up with
Victor Han. I know I have loved him for so many years. Even if I go abroad,
my affection for him has never stopped. Now, just because he has a girlfriend
by his side, I have to get rid of this love. Clean, can’t even stay in the same
company with him, can you?”

Lin Xuzheng was unable to speak after a questioning, but he soon found a
way to deal with it. He took a few steps forward, placed his big hand on Xu
Yanwan’s shoulder, and whispered, “He already has someone he likes. Now,
why are you doing this?”

“I like it myself.” Xu Yanwan avoided his touch, took a step back, and looked
at Lin Xuzheng coldly: “I like him as my own business, and it has nothing to do
with anyone, even when we were young. Growing up together, you are not
qualified to interfere with what I am doing.”

Lin Xuzheng: “Even if he can never respond to you, is it okay for you?”

“Yes!”

Lin Xuzheng’s thin lips moved, as if he wanted to say something. Xu Yanwan
interrupted him when she saw this. “Brother Lin, don’t tell me anymore.
Feelings are something outsiders can’t interfere. I believe. You know better
than me. If someone told you to stop missing your dead wife and ask you to
marry another, would you agree?”

This sentence really touched his heart.



Because Lin Xuzheng’s deceased wife is his lifeblood and an existence that
cannot be blasphemed by others, if someone tells him to marry another, he
will turn his face straight away.

So in the beginning, someone tried to persuade him, but then no one to
persuade him.

“Is there nothing to say? That’s it. You don’t come to me to talk about this in
the future. Don’t worry, I won’t do anything.”

When she said the last sentence, Xu Yanwan still wore a mocking smile on
her lips, then turned and left.

Lin Xuzheng stood alone in a daze for a long time. It took a while before he
recovered, and then he sat down and squeezed his eyebrows helplessly.

It’s really a headache, Xu Yanwan is more stubborn than he thought.

Unexpectedly, after so many years, many things have changed in her, but the
only constant is stubbornness.

What can’t you do?

“I also hope that she really can’t do anything.”

Otherwise… he doesn’t want to see the final result is that Victor Han and Xu
Yanwan are dead forever, and then the old relationship, but nothing will exist.

Originally, Lin Xu was planning to take Xu Yanwan to his company today.
Whatever happened, his elder brother took good care of her. After all, seeing
her suffering now, he felt uncomfortable in his heart.

It’s a pity, it’s too hard.



After Xu Yanwan left the coffee shop, she walked to a corner and stopped,
stretched out a strand of blue silk behind her ears, then gently wiped away the
tears from her eyes with her fingertips, and stood still.

From the incident to today, Xu Yanwan has never felt that fate is unfair. After
all, his Xu family will be destroyed by her father on this day, and she is too
careless in the past and did not stop her father in time.

But now?

What did she do wrong? She obviously only worked in the company, she did
nothing.

But Lin Xuzheng shouted out.

Obviously he was a playmate who grew up together, but between his words,
there was no possibility of thinking about himself at all.

Did not even ask, how are you doing now?

In fact, Xu Yanwan didn’t intend to get attention from Lin Xuzheng, but she
didn’t want him to interfere with her affairs.

Today’s matter, he has done too badly.

Xu Yanwan closed her eyes, calmed down her emotions, and left soon.

Soon Xu Yanwan returned to the company.

Just now she came out after taking a long time off, but when she went back,
the supervisor was still a little surprised, “Yanwan? Didn’t you take a long time
off? Why did you come back?”



Xu Yanwan smiled slightly and said softly: “Sister Wen, the matter is over, so I
will come back early.”

“That’s it.” Jiang Wenwen glanced at her appreciatively: “Yes, I put my mind
on work, it’s good. But how do you look a little red in your eyes? Didn’t you
cry?”

After speaking, Jiang Wenwen approached Xu Yanwan and looked at her
seriously.

The sudden approach made Xu Yanwan stunned, and then she recovered
quickly, shook her head and chuckled, “No, just when a car passed by and
raised the sand when walking on the road just now, it happened to get into my
eyes, and then I was a while. I can’t hold back, my eyes are just like that. Isn’t
it ugly, Sister Wen, I’ll go to the bathroom and wash before coming out.”

“it’s okay, it’s not ugly! You look so good-looking, with red eyes, and you look
pitiful, how could it be ugly?” Jiang Wenwen patted her shoulder gently, “You
girl, you have a good working ability. Yes, that’s the temper…it’s quite
stubborn, there’s something sad to tell, Sister Wen is so old, and Sister Wen
has experienced things that you haven’t experienced before, so she can
answer your questions for you. Undoubtedly.”

“Thank you Sister Wen for your concern, Sister Wen is so kind.”

“Little girl, let’s go to the bathroom to wash.” Jiang Wenwen pushed her
shoulder, and Xu Yanwan left.

As soon as she left, Jiang Wenwen saw a person hiding in the door sneakily.
Seeing her looking over, he hid behind the door again.

Jiang Wenwen narrowed his eyes, and then walked out.

“Reception?”



The front desk caught: “…”

“You are not guarding at the front desk, why are you running to my
department?” Jiang Wenwen was speechless for a while.

The front desk took a look at the place where Xu Yanwan had gone just now,
and then asked: “Sister Wen, does Xu Yanwan work under your hands?”

“Yes, this girl is diligent and very smart. I plan to hone her a bit more, and she
will be a good helper for my work in the future.”

Chapter 1324
“Is she very smart?” The front desk held his chin with one hand and looked
confused: “Is she very capable of working?”

“Of course, it’s much better than usual.” After speaking, Jiang Wenwen
glanced at her suspiciously: “Why are you asking about this? Is it just to come
to me to gossip?”

“No, no, I just come to make sure if she is with you.”

The more Jiang Wenwen heard it, the stranger it became. The front desk was
very gossip. The gossip messages in the group were usually from her. Now
she came to her to discuss Xu Yanwan with her.

Is there any special gossip about Xu Yanwan?

While thinking about it, the front desk spoke up, which directly broke her
doubts.

“Sister Wen, you really have the foresight. If you have served her well, you
may be able to get another promotion in your position.”



Jiang Wenwen: “?”

Jiang Wenwen did not understand this sentence.

Seeing Jiang Wenwen’s dumbfounded look, the front desk asked in surprise:
“Sister Wenwen, don’t you still know who she is?”

Jiang Wenwen: “Who are you talking about? Are we talking about the same
person?”

“Sister Wen, you are too slow! The fiancée of President Han that we have
been talking about before in the group is her!”

Jiang Wenwen: “???”

“What are you talking about? Xu Yanwan is President Han’s fiancee?”

The front desk found that Jiang Wenwen’s expression was as horrified as he
had seen a ghost, and was a little bit speechless: “Sister Wen, you are
absolutely amazing. This person is under your nose. You still don’t know.”

How could Jiang Wenwen know that Mr. Victor’s fiancee would actually go to
work under her hands? And still obey her?

“I rub?”

“Then what should I do now? She is Mr. Victor’s fiancée, then does Mr. Victor
know that she is here? If Mr. Victor knows that I keep her working, will he…”

“Sister Wen, what are you thinking about? Although she is his fiancée, don’t
forget, he always have a girlfriend? Can this fiancée successfully kill that
girlfriend and become Mrs. Han? Not allowed. But… you say she is very
smart, then she should have a way to kill that junior.”



Jiang Wenwen: “Is that really the case? I think she is very quiet and devoted
herself to work. It is estimated that she really came to work.”

“Sister Wen, how is this possible? If she just came to work, where would she
go to work badly, why choose Han? I guess she just lurks here, waiting for the
opportunity!”

After listening to such remarks at the front desk, Jiang Wenwen actually felt
damn reasonable, yes, if she just wanted to work, why did she come to the
Han Group?

It’s totally possible to change the place, since it’s here, isn’t it…

The two looked at each other and hid their merit and fame.

“Is it time to fawn on her now?”

“Let’s think about this. If she can really kill Mr. Victor in the future and the
current girlfriend becomes a genuine one, then there is nothing we can do to
support her. But if not? Now that woman was selected by Mr. Victor after all
People, I will successfully upgrade Mrs. Han in the future, if we know that we
have done these things before, will it…”

“Sister Wen, you think so much, what about your girlfriend, isn’t she just a
mistress? Mistress is damn it!”

“But since ancient times, hasn’t the main room been inferior to the juniors?”

“…”

It seemed to make sense to say that, so the front desk and Jiang Wenwen
were deeply entangled.



“Don’t look at the situation again.”

“You go back first.”

After Jiang Wenwen called the front desk away, he returned to his post and
sat down, and then looked at Xu Yanwan’s job status, his eyes were a bit
deep.

Before that, he didn’t know that Xu Yanwan had another identity. He only
regarded her as a smart new employee, so she was fortunate that she felt that
she could be trained and tempered, and she would be a good helper in her
work in the future.

But who knows… She is actually Mr. Victor’s fiancée.

Although this identity has not been confirmed, she did not take this identity out
to swagger through the market, and it is said that she finally left with Mr.
Victor’s sister that day, and now has entered the Han group again.

Jiang Wenwen opened the group chat and began to discuss with everyone in
it.

“Has the identity of the fiancée of President Han you mentioned has been
confirmed? Has it been investigated and verified?”

Everyone was talking about other things. After Jiang Wenwen said this
sentence, everyone in the group became quiet for a moment, and after a while
they began to talk about it.

“Although I haven’t confirmed it, I don’t think she has any reason to lie. After
all, Mr. Victor’s fiancee can’t be faked by anyone who wants to fake it. Who is
Mr. Victor? The person who came to the Han group for so many years to find
him there are many, but no one has ever dared to pretend to be a title like
someone from President Han.”



“Yes, yes, she shouldn’t be so stupid, saying that it is President Han’s fiancée
who will work in the Han Group in the future.”

“Sister Wenwen, why are you suddenly suspicious? Do you suspect that she
is not Mr. Victor’s fiancee?”

When Jiang Wenwen saw this sentence, he immediately replied: “Doesn’t this
matter need to be confirmed? If she confirms with a few words, then the risk is
too great.”

“Then how to confirm this matter?”

“Very simple.”

Jiang Wenwen began to tell everyone what he said in his mind.

Xu Yanwan went to the bathroom, washed her face and returned to the office.
Jiang Wenwen saw her back, so he hurried forward and kindly pulled Xu
Yanwan’s hand.

“Yan Wanna, I just thought about it carefully, and I think you still have to tell
the story, Sister Wenwen will help you out.”

Hearing, Xu Yanwan was a little surprised, how did she feel that Jiang
Wenwen suddenly changed?

“Sister Wen, has something happened?”

Jiang Wenwen was a little frightened. He didn’t expect this girl to have such a
keen sense of smell. After she said that, she began to wonder if something
happened just now.

Thinking of this, Jiang Wenwen’s aunt smiled on his face.



“How can something happen? What are you thinking about, this girl? I think
you took a leave in the morning, but you came back after a while. When you
came back, your eyes were red, and my sister felt distressed. Although you
said Needless to say, but Sister thinks that you still have to express the
uncomfortable feelings in your heart, and it is good for you. What if you feel
uncomfortable and lose concentration when you go to work?”

After hearing the last sentence, Xu Yanwan finally put down her guard.

It turned out to be for work, no wonder she suddenly changed her words, Xu
Yanwan thought something had happened.

But think about it, she just goes to the restroom, what can happen? She must
have been confused by those colleagues recently.

“Don’t worry, Sister Wen, I won’t let personal affairs affect my work.”

Chapter 1325
Seeing that she didn’t say anything, Sister Wen felt that she probably couldn’t
ask anything, but she was unwilling to give up like this, so she could only
attack from the side.

“By the way, what did you study before? Why did you come to our company
suddenly?”

Before mentioning it, Xu Yanwan’s vigilance was erected again.

Perhaps it was because there were so many things that happened to her,
which made her now always keep up the spirit of twelve points to guard
against others.

Xu Yanwan felt that except for Victor Han, she should no longer believe her.



“Well, the family business failed and needed money, so I went out to work.”

In this way, it’s not a deception, but she didn’t tell her all about her. Xu Yanwan
felt that this answer satisfied her. At the same time, she didn’t plan to let the
other party ask questions about herself anymore. After the answer, she spoke
immediately. : “Sister Wen, I haven’t sorted out the information you gave me
this morning. I will deal with it first, and I will hand it over to you later.”

This is the meaning of not saying anything.

A gleam of light flashed in Jiang Wenwen’s eyes, and he nodded without a
trace.

“That’s OK, you go ahead.”

After Xu Yanwan left, Jiang Wenwen said to her heart that this girl is really
hard to deal with, and she doesn’t show a trace of her words, it’s impossible to
talk in a way.

And she couldn’t ask directly.

It’s really a headache.*

Since Jessica discovered that she was pregnant, she has been very careful in
doing all kinds of things. Instead of jumping and jumping like before, she no
longer wears tight jeans. Instead, she changed herself into a loose little skirt
and a long sweater dress. .

Janis laughed at her when she saw her dress like this.

“Are you changing sex or something?”



Jessica opened her eyes with a guilty conscience, “It’s nothing, I just want to
walk around in a cute style recently and pretend to be tender.”

When Janis heard it, she couldn’t help rolling her eyes, “Come on, you still
have to pretend to be tender at your age, and be careful to scare away
others.”

Jessica stuck her tongue out, made a face and turned around and ran.

After a step, Jessica stopped immediately, and then subconsciously supported
her stomach, scared her to death, and almost forgot about her pregnancy
again.

From now on, she must always remember that she is now a pregnant woman.
Although the baby is only more than a month old, Jessica now feels that the
power is full of her body.

Super happy.

She wanted to share this joy with Victor Han very much, but she couldn’t say it
now, she could only bear it.

Anyway, there is still a long time before Xianhuai, she is not in a hurry now,
just wait quietly.

Although Jessica was pregnant and didn’t want to run too much, she still
couldn’t sit still when dealing with Victor Han. When the time came, she
packed her boiled soup in a thermos and went out.

When Father Zhou saw this scene, he was a little jealous and said to Janis.

“It is said that the daughter who got married is the water that was poured out.
You see, this daughter has not been married yet, she has already turned to
others!”



Hearing, Janis’s gaze fell on Jessica’s back, and she reluctantly shook her
head: “Yes, we Jessica like Xiaoqing very much.”

“I’m afraid she will suffer in the future.”

“What are you talking about? Xiao Qing is also a person who knows his roots
and knows the bottom line. He will not lose out if he treats Jessica well.”

Father Zhou squeezed his fist: “Anyway, if he dares to make my daughter
suffer, I will crippled him even if I fight my old life.”

Janis: “…”

When Jessica arrived at the company, the front desk immediately saw her and
greeted her actively.

Although they usually greet each other, they just nodded to each other, but
today the front desk suddenly trot around the table and chased Jessica.

“Wait…”

Jessica: “?”

“That…” The front desk smiled and looked at the thermos in her hand, and
said softly: “Are you here to give President Han chicken soup again?”

Hearing, Jessica nodded, and then asked, “What’s the matter?”

“No, nothing!” The front desk waved his hand quickly, with a shy expression
on his face, “I just have a question and I want to ask you for advice.”

“Ok?”



“I went to your store to eat noodles before, it was delicious.”

When I heard the front desk praise the ramen in her store, Jessica’s
impression of her improved a bit, and her eyes became brighter: “Is it
delicious? If you like it, you can come more in the future.”

“Really?” The front desk widened his eyes in surprise: “I had trouble with you
before, don’t you blame me?”

“Those things are over, what do I blame you for?”

If she blamed her, she wouldn’t keep nodding to her when she walked in.

“You are so nice.” The front desk exclaimed, “No wonder Mr. Victor likes you
so much, and that you are Mr. Victor’s girlfriend.”

When I mentioned this, Jessica’s cheeks were a little red, and she coughed,
not knowing how to answer the conversation.

The receptionist suddenly wrapped her arms around her enthusiastically. The
intimate behavior made Jessica a little overwhelmed, and she was also a little
resistant.

Because she rarely gets so close to others, and she is still a person who is not
so familiar, but she is not as embarrassed to push directly away, for fear that
her actions will hurt the other party, so she has been enduring it.

“You really don’t blame me? Then when I go to your restaurant to eat noodles,
can you give me a discount if you give me your name? I’m afraid that it will be
too delicious when I go every day and I will pay my salary. Light.”

Jessica couldn’t help but laugh: “I won’t eat it all. The ramen prices in our
shop are very affordable, but you are an employee of the Han Group. If you
come, I will give you a 20% discount.”



“Really? Thank you! You are so nice, can I talk to you for a while?”

Because she praised her ramen restaurant, Jessica was not alert at all, and
she was dragged by her.

Later, when the front desk saw that she had no precautions, she slowly asked:
“Yes, did you know that after you became President Han’s girlfriend, we all
envied you, and thought you were so happy and amazing. It’s actually
possible to make a person like President Han tempted. How did you do it?”

“Uh…” Jessica bit her lower lip, remembered for a moment, then tilted her
head slightly and said, “Probably because I’m cheekier?”

“Cheeky?” The front desk was taken aback: “What do you mean by this?”

Jessica smiled shyly: “I chased him back then for a long time.”

She didn’t think so much, just as communication between girls.

Front desk: “Going backwards? Wow, you are the President Han who chased
backwards, but there were many people in our company who wanted to chase
Manager Han backwards, but they just couldn’t catch them. You must have
some special methods, right? Otherwise, why would Han always have a soft
spot for you?”

Special method? Jessica felt that she had no other special way accept cheeky
and perseverance.

She thought for a while, then shook her head.

Chapter 1326



“There is no special way, I think as long as the relationship is true enough, the
other party can feel it.”

“Is that so?” The front desk’s expression seemed a little confused, “But even if
the other party can feel that your feelings are true, they must like you. Whose
feelings are not true? But you are the only one who becomes President Han
Your girlfriend, just tell me, what exactly you used to trick President Han into
his hands.”

Fooled?

The word cheat made Jessica frowned subconsciously, and then corrected
what the front desk said.

“It’s not a lie. How can you use the word lie in your relationship? It’s all very
serious.”

“I saw her at the front desk talking for a long time, but she didn’t say a word to
the point, and she was a little anxious, “Just tell me what way you used to
make Mr. Victor like you? What are so many useless things? Serious and no
Being serious is not important at all!”

Jessica: “…”

She thought she had heard it wrong, and looked at each other in amazement.

The front desk also realized what she had said just now after seeing her gaze
and expression, so she had to explain and recover quickly.

“Um… I was a little anxious just now, so I was a bit too much. Don’t mind. I’m
sorry… I’m really sorry.”

When the front desk explained, the expression and eyes were very sincere,
but Jessica had a suspicious attitude towards her, and nodded perfunctorily.



“If you have no other questions, then… I’m leaving now? I’m also going to
send soup to Victor Han.”

She pointed to the thermos in her hand.

Although she has a lot of time, the person in front of her is so boring, always
asking questions, and she doesn’t know how to answer too much.

Seeing that he couldn’t ask anything at the front desk, he didn’t pester her
anymore and let her leave.

Only when she left, the front desk looked at her back and laughed disdainfully.

“Sure enough, I chased him backwards. I have been reluctant to say how I
chased President Han. I must have used the trick to say nothing.”

So the front desk quickly took out the mobile phone and told the people in the
group.

The people in the group immediately boiled upon hearing it!

“I just said she used a shameless trick! She is really a shameless woman. It is
estimated that this woman will only seduce men in addition to selling ramen.
Pooh! Really shameless!”

“Why is she so embarrassed to say? She has no face and skin when she
speaks it out? After all, she still wants to be the president’s wife in the future!”

“I wiped it. I knew that President Han could use this method to catch up. Then
I… I also…”

In a word, the voice of all the women in the group was said.



In fact, not every woman in the Han family is like this, but this group of gossips
and vanity lovers, they all gather together.

At the beginning there were many people in this group. Later, after some
gossips began, some people gradually withdrew from the group. When
everyone started to curse, more people quit.

There are only a few good things left.

They don’t usually interact with each other, just when they are discussing
things, they are very active, in fact, and they have nothing to do with them.

Jessica didn’t know what the chat with the front desk had revealed just now,
but thought the front desk looked too strange, and asked herself so much,
what did she want to inquire about?

In other words, she wanted to ask some ways and then go after Victor Han?

If this is not the case, then why did she ask so much, and even after she didn’t
say it, she still angered her angrily?

Probably because she was thinking too much about things, Jessica didn’t
realize that she was going in the wrong direction. She didn’t realize it until she
had walked for a long time before reaching the elevator.

She went wrong!

She thought about looking back, but found that the elevator was in front, but
this elevator was not exclusive to Victor Han.

Regardless of her, she can reach Victor Han’s floor anyway.

So Jessica quickly walked over, and then reached out to press the elevator.



When she reached out to press the keys, a pair of white hands also came
over. The fingers of the two touched and retracted at the same time, and then
both raised their heads to look at each other.

When Jessica saw that the person was a girl in a professional suit, she was
thin, fair-skinned, delicate features, gentle eyes, and she looked gentle and
demure, with a scent of books.

When Xu Yanwan saw Jessica, her heart swelled and her pupils shrank, but
she soon adjusted her emotions.

It’s just that she didn’t expect to meet Jessica here.

Victor Han’s… girlfriend.

The current girlfriend.

Xu Yanwan didn’t expect the two to meet so soon, she looked at her with
innocent eyes, and even smiled at her kindly.

“Are you going up too?”

Out of politeness, Jessica took the initiative to say hello to the other party.

The crisp voice pulled Xu Yanwan’s mind back. Xu Yanwan looked at the
person in front of him who had become Victor Han’s girlfriend, and couldn’t tell
how she felt in her heart.

It’s just that the tip of the tongue is bitter, and even the throat tastes bitter.

She moved her lips, made a noise from her throat with difficulty, then nodded:
“Hmm…”



Then she turned her head, her eyes didn’t fall on Jessica again, and she
raised her hand to press the elevator again.

Jessica felt that the other person looked a little strange. She looked at her in a
daze just now, confirming something.

But she didn’t say anything to her, but after seeing her, she looked away, and
she didn’t speak any more, so Jessica didn’t care about it anymore.

When the elevator came, the two went straight into the elevator together.

Xu Yanwan walked in first. After entering, she stood with her back against the
wall, and Jessica stupidly walked to the front and pressed the floor. Xu
Yanwan clearly saw her pressing the first floor of the president’s office.

The bitterness in her heart expanded again.

Then Jessica turned her head to look at her, smiling like a flower: “Which floor
are you going to, let me press it for you.”

Xu Yanwan came back to her senses and reported a number casually, very
close to her.

Jessica didn’t look back after pressing for her, Xu Yanwan kept staring at her
back.

Today, she wore a soft green loose sweater dress with a pair of flat-bottomed
comfortable shoes under her feet. The long hair that was slightly to the waist
was tied directly into a ponytail behind her ears, simple but vigorous.

Look at her dress and face, go out and say that she is a high school student,
she guess everyone will believe it.



But judging from her dress, she couldn’t imagine that she would be Victor
Han’s girlfriend.

Victor Han’s girlfriend…

What should it look like in her mind?

In fact, Xu Yanwan never thought about this problem, because in her mind
and memory, she felt that she would definitely be with Victor Han in the future.

But then things got too fast, and when she looked back, she realized that it
was too late.

Even so, Xu Yanwan felt that…for a deserted and outstanding person like
Victor Han, his girlfriend should be noble, generous, or mature, or exuding
fashion.

She thought of all kinds of things, but she didn’t expect to be such a…little girl
in front of her.

Chapter 1327
A girl dressed up, looks very small.

Think about it carefully, how can she get along with Victor Han? How did
Victor Han like her again?

Xu Yanwan’s hands dropped on her shoulders slowly tightened, loosened,
tightened, loosened, and finally clenched her fist tightly without loosening it
again.



After knowing that Victor Han had a girlfriend, she thought about giving up, but
the feelings she had hidden in her heart for many years were awakened again
after seeing Victor Han.

It completely overwhelmed that little heart of giving up, and it burned again.

In fact, the fire of love had never been extinguished, it was just hidden by her.

Isn’t she struggling!

She is the eldest of the Xu family!

Even if the Xu family is bankrupt! Then she is also the eldest lady of the Xu
family, the excellent, gentle, knowledgeable and courteous Xu Yanwan who
has all three moral values!

How can she miss someone else’s boyfriend?

But, but!

Obviously she liked him first. She and him first met. Obviously… She liked
Victor Han since she was a child.

Obviously she had only been away for a while, and there were others beside
him.

If she is sensible enough, the best thing she should do now is to stop worrying
about it, and then seriously revitalize the Xu family.

But… she is not reconciled!

Obviously, the girl in front of her is ordinary, even if she is down, she is no
worse than her. Why does Victor Han like such a girl.



He can like such a girl, why can’t he?

Xu Yanwan’s mind has been messed up, and the evil villain is constantly
tearing her moral standards.

Ding…

A clear voice sounded.

Like a clear voice, knocking Xu Yanwan awake.

She suddenly recovered, and saw the girl in front of her turning around,
reminding her kindly: “Your floor is here.”

For some reason, Xu Yanwan only felt that her footsteps were vain, and the
appearance of Jessica in front of her was vague, making it difficult to see
clearly.

Is it good or evil?

How does she choose?

Xu Yanwan walked forward with ups and downs, and suddenly the sky turned
around. She heard the girl’s anxious cry: “Hey, are you all right? Hello?”

But Xu Yanwan’s world was only dark.

When Xu Yanwan fell down, Jessica subconsciously wanted to reach out to
help her, and Xu Yanwan fell softly towards her.

The two are about the same height, but even if all the strength is attached to
Jessica’s body like this, she is still a little overwhelmed, and she still carries a



thermos in her other hand, so it is very inconvenient, she can only put the
thermos down quickly , And then held Xu Yanwan with both hands.

“Are you okay?” Jessica called her a few times without responding. Xu
Yanwan hugged her in her arms with a pale face. Her consciousness floated
up and down, and there was only a female voice calling her from far, far away.
, But she can no longer respond.*

Hospital

When Xu Yanwan woke up, her breath was full of the smell of disinfectant.
When she was shocked, her eyes opened.

She was so familiar with the smell. She was with her father in the hospital for
a long time, so she was so familiar with the smell.

When she opened her eyes, what really caught her eyes was the snow-white
color.

She was indeed in the hospital.

Just… what happened before?

“You’re awake!” A crisp and sweet voice rang beside the bed.

Xu Yanwan followed the voice and looked over and saw Jessica sitting by the
bed.

This is… Victor Han’s girlfriend.

Why is she here?



“You scared me to death. Suddenly, my face became pale, and then I fell
down. The doctor said that you were over fatigued and your body was
malnourished, so you fainted.”

After speaking, Jessica showed a kind smile, and then stepped forward to
tuck the quilt corner for her.

“Now you have a good rest.”

Listening to the other’s kind words, Xu Yanwan’s heart is very complicated.
Why did she save her? Why did her girlfriend in Victor Han faint?

In this case, wouldn’t her heart struggle more?

Xu Yanwan moved her lips and wanted to say something, but her lips were
very dry. Jessica turned around and poured her a glass of warm water to help
her sit up and drink.

After a glass of water moisturized her throat, Xu Yanwan’s throat and lips were
moisturized a lot. She looked at the face in front of her with complicated eyes,
and it took a long time to find her voice.

“Thank you…”

Except for this sentence, she really didn’t know what to say at this moment.

Hearing, Jessica smiled sweetly: “You’re welcome.”

Jessica felt that the appearance of the girl in front of her looked really
distressing, her face was too pale, and she was so thin, although she was
very slender, the words the doctor said just now really scared her.

At this moment, the door of the ward was suddenly pushed open.



A long figure walked in.

At first, Xu Yanwan didn’t care. After seeing the person who walked in, her
pupils began to expand and shrink subconsciously.

How could it be Victor Han? Why is he here?

“Back?” Jessica heard the movement, but got up and walked towards Victor
Han, “Are the procedures done? Miss Xu just woke up, and she looks okay.”

Miss Xu?

Xu Yanwan’s face turned paler when she heard this address. With that said,
Victor Han’s girlfriend probably knew who she was.

Moreover, she probably couldn’t keep the secret of her work in the Han group.

“Yeah.” Victor Han gave a light hum, then looked at Xu Yanwan behind
Jessica, and then withdrew her gaze. When she looked at Jessica, her gaze
became calmer and gentler, and she said something in a low voice. .

Xu Yanwan couldn’t hear it, but only saw Victor Han’s thin lips moving. The
more I watched, the more saddened she became. Xu Yanwan had to look
away and stop looking at him.

She doesn’t know how long it took, Jessica nodded obediently, and then went
out first.

There were only two people left in the ward, and Xu Yanwan’s heartbeat
suddenly accelerated.

Victor Han sent his girlfriend away, does she plan to stay with him?



A wing of hope rose in Xu Yanwan’s heart.

Victor Han walked to the bed, pulled a chair and sat down.

The atmosphere seemed a bit stiff, and Xu Yanwan suddenly didn’t know what
to say to him, do you complain? But what qualifications and status does she
have?

When Xu Yanwan was struggling, Victor Han was already frowning.

“Yan Wan.”

Xu Yanwan’s eyes turned red when she heard him calling her own name, but
she forcibly held back the emotions behind her and slowly raised her head to
look at him.

“The Xu family and the Han family were originally two families that were good
friends with each other. Before you didn’t want to accept help, it was based on
your personal wishes, so I didn’t intervene. But now you become like this, if
you let Uncle Xu know him after returning to China, his daughter suffered so
much grievance and suffering. Do you think he would be happy?”

Chapter 1328
Xu Yanwan felt bitter in her heart, and she felt even more uncomfortable after
hearing these words. Because what Victor Han said over and over was all
about the friendship between the two families, and there was no mention of
private relations at all.

She even guessed that the reason he was sitting here was because of her
surname Xu.

Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan had a bitter smile on her lips.



“If my surname is not Xu, if I am not from the Xu family, would you not even
come to see me?”

Victor Han: “…”

“This is why I am unwilling to accept help. The Xu family belongs to the Xu
family. Even if the Xu family has friendship with the Han family, it is the Xu
family that my father struck down and has friendship with your Han family, and
has nothing to do with me. If you do, would it make you feel better? Can you
just ignore me?”

Victor Han looked helpless in her eyes, probably because he didn’t expect
that these words would come out of her Xu Yanwan’s mouth.

Yes, after all, she is the eldest lady of the Xu family. She knows the book and
gives gifts. She always speaks on the spot, not so indiscreetly, but today she
puts the relationship between the two families apart in front of Victor Han.
Clearly Chu.

After a long while, Victor Han spoke again: “If you have to say that, do you
want to force me to remind you that we grew up together when we were
young?”

Hearing, Xu Yanwan’s eyes turned red again, and she replied in her heart: Do
you still know that we grew up together?

“Han and Xu’s family has always been good, you and I grew up together, you
are younger than me, and the Xu family is gone now, then I will be your
brother.”

Brother! !

This title made Xu Yanwan feel bitter in her heart! She has loved him for so
many years, is it only her brother in return? Who wants to be his sister?



Xu Yanwan felt that he might as well say.

Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan closed her eyes: “Okay, don’t say any more. I
don’t want to accept your help. Is it your girlfriend who sent me to the hospital
today? Thank her for me, and count me owing her a favor. If I have a chance,
I will return it.”

She didn’t want to owe favors to others, let alone this person was Victor Han’s
girlfriend.

Speaking of Jessica, the expression on Victor Han’s face softened a bit, and
he said softly: “You are not in a stable mood right now. Don’t go to the
company for the time being. I will notify the department to give you paid leave.
.”

Xu Yan looked up quickly and refused him: “No, I don’t need these, I can
work!”

Paid vacation? She doesn’t need it!

“Victor Han, I don’t need these pity, do you understand?”

“This is not mercy.”

Victor Han stood up, his tall body stood upright, and his voice did not
fluctuate. “You are now an employee of the Han Group, and you have fainted
due to fatigue at work. The company has the right to take care of everything
for you. The Han Group, It is responsible.”

Xu Yanwan: “…”

Knocking——



Someone knocked on the door at exactly this time.

“Mr. Victor.”

It was Su Jiu, she rushed over after receiving Victor Han’s call.

“Secretary Su, your task these days is to stare at her, take care of her, and
don’t let her run around.” Victor Han confessed coldly.

After receiving the task, Su Jiu raised her eyebrows and responded, “Okay,
President Han, I must take a good look at this Miss Xu.”

After speaking, Su Jiu looked at Xu Yanwan and raised his lips slightly.

“Hello Miss Xu, I am President Han’s assistant secretary Su Jiu.”

Xu Yanwan: “…”

Is she sending someone to accompany him?

What about him?

After Victor Han gave the explanation, he left. Su Jiu closed the door and saw
Xu Yanwan’s expression. He turned his eyes and said, “Ms. Xu, would you like
a glass of water?”

“No.” Xu Yanwan rejected her, and then asked: “Where is Mr. Victor?”

Sure enough, Su Jiu thought, and then smiled and said, “Mr. Victor’s girlfriend
is still waiting for him outside. He should be sending his girlfriend home.”

Sent your girlfriend home?



Xu Yanwan lowered her eyes in amazement.

It turned out that he didn’t send his girlfriend away first, just let her go outside
and wait for him. Now… he is going to take her home, and then sent his
secretary to stare at him.

Between the two, there is an immediate opinion.

And she still has those unrealistic fantasies.

Xu Yanwan closed her eyes, feeling bitter.

You are stupid…Really stupid, people have girlfriends, and you are still
thinking about those who don’t.

The ward was quiet and no one spoke.

Jessica waited outside for a while before Victor Han came out.

Seeing his bad complexion, Jessica asked curiously: “How is your friend?”

When Victor Han saw that Jessica was wearing one, he unbuttoned his suit,
and then took off his jacket and put it on Jessica.

“Just wear that? Isn’t it cold?”

As soon as the jacket was up, the temperature covered Jessica’s body,
Jessica was stunned, and then said: “It’s not cold, I have been running over,
it’s hot.”

She actually didn’t intend to show off her credit, but just wanted to show that
she was not cold, so she said something anxiously. After she finished



speaking, Jessica thought of what she had said, and quickly explained: “I
didn’t mean to show off. I just want to say…”

“Fool, no need to explain.” Victor Han nodded his nose, “For me, you can say
anything you want.”

“Oh.” Jessica’s heart was as sweet as honey, she lightly leaned on Victor
Han’s shoulder, then took his hand and walked forward with him.

“That girl… how did you meet her?” Jessica finally asked her own question.

Although she endured, she couldn’t help the curiosity in her heart. After all,
the other party was also a woman, and Victor Han’s expression seemed
anxious when she saw an accident.

This is the first time Jessica has seen Victor Han like this.

She always thought he was indifferent, but she didn’t expect that there would
be such a scene. After that, Victor Han sent them to the hospital and then
went through the procedures.

Jessica also knew her name was Xu Yanwan during this period.

But she didn’t know this person, and she didn’t know the relationship between
her and Victor Han, but she had guessed that the relationship between the
two parties should not be as simple as the relationship between the boss and
the subordinate.

That’s why there is such a question now.

And Victor Han probably knew what she was thinking, and smiled softly, “Why,
jealous?”



Hearing, Jessica’s face blushed, “How can I be jealous, I just asked who she
is…”

“Isn’t it jealous?”

“Really do not have…”

“Xu Han was very close to each other in the past, but she had just returned to
China some time ago, and then I learned one thing, the Xu family was in
trouble, her parents have passed away, but she was unwilling to accept help.”

Jessica was taken aback when she heard the death of his parents, “No, no…”

How could this be? The other party’s life experience will be so tortuous.

Chapter 1329
A family that can make friends with the Han family…

Jessica sighed, no wonder when they met outside the elevator, Jessica felt
that the other party looked very temperamental. It turned out to be Miss Jin Jin
before.

“She didn’t want to accept help, so she went to work in the Han Group? Don’t
you know about this?” Jessica asked.

“Yeah.” Victor Han nodded, pursed his thin lips, and then looked at her: “If she
hadn’t fainted today, I don’t know she is in the Han group.”

After speaking, he did not mention this topic again, but took Jessica’s
shoulders, “Let’s go, I will send you back first.”



Jessica was held by him and walked out. She doesn’t know why she thought
about Xu Yanwan’s appearance. A girl suddenly lost everything and still did
not accept the help of her friends. She carried everything on her own, and she
couldn’t hold her back. , This is so hard.

However, she couldn’t tell Victor Han to help each other. After all, this was a
matter between them, and she always felt that she should not be nosy.

Xu Yanwan stayed in the hospital all afternoon and asked to be discharged.

Su Jiu stopped her, and then said: “Miss Xu, President Han has ordered me to
take good care of you here. Besides, your body is still very weak. It is better to
stay in the hospital to recuperate.”

“No.” Xu Yanwan shook her head and refused: “My own body, I know it in my
heart. It is indeed a little uncomfortable in the morning, but I am fine now,
Secretary Su, please help me with the discharge procedures.”

Su Jiu firmly rejected her.

“The order I received is to take care of Miss Xu for a few days. It will be dark
soon. What can Miss Xu want to eat, I will buy it for you?”

Xu Yanwan: “…”

She didn’t expect the other party to admit death so much. Is it possible that
she wouldn’t be able to go to the hospital today?

Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan turned over and got out of bed, ready to leave by
herself instead of trying to communicate with the other party.

But she didn’t expect Xu Yanwan to move too violently. When she got out of
bed, her eyes went dark and she almost fell forward. Thanks to Su Jiu’s sharp
eyes, she stepped forward and supported her.



“Is it all right?”

Xu Yanwan was relieved for a while before she gradually regained her clarity.
Her blood pressure was so different that she always felt dizzy.

So Xu Yanwan was helped back to bed by Su Jiu.

“Ms. Xu, look at your current situation. Don’t leave the hospital lightly. Your
body has reached its limit. The most important thing to do now is to take a
good rest here.”

Xu Yanwan originally wanted to leave, but now it looks like this, she doesn’t
know if she can insist on returning home after she goes out.

Even when she returned home, she fainted at home, and no one noticed or
cared about her. Wouldn’t it be even worse?

She wants to rejuvenate the Xu family and can’t just die like this.

Thinking of this idea, Xu Yanwan became firm and did not say anything about
leaving the hospital. She pulled the quilt on her body wearily, “I see, thank you
for your concern, I will have a good rest.”

Obviously, she was still asking to be discharged from the hospital, but after
realizing that his physical condition could not support it, he immediately
changed his mind.

This person is quite decisive, Su Jiu thought.

“You can’t take a break without eating. I’m going out to buy dinner. Is there
anything you don’t want to eat?”

What she doesn’t want to eat?



In the past, Xu Yanwan didn’t like to eat a lot of things, and she could always
pick out a trick. Either it was not good, it was unsavory, or she didn’t like it.

Now what?

Where is she qualified to pick? Thinking of this, Xu Yanwan smiled dismal,
“There is nothing not to eat, I can do it, please.”

“In that case, you can eat whatever I eat.”

Su Jiu was about to go out, but when she opened the door of the ward, she
was surprised.

“Jessica?”

Su Jiu stepped away and let Jessica walk in: “Why are you here at this time?”

When Jessica walked in, she and Xu Yanwan met her eyes. Xu Yanwan was
taken aback when she saw her. How could she come?

“Well, I thought you didn’t have anything to eat in the hospital, so I cooked
food for you and brought it over.” Jessica raised the thermos in his hand and
signaled, “It’s time for dinner, you haven’t Shall we eat? I hope I have time.”

Su Jiu: “I’m going out to buy dinner, and then I’m still thinking about what I
want to eat for dinner. If you come one step later, I might go out, but I won’t be
able to touch it.”

“Really?” Jessica walked in with a grin, put the thermos barrel on the table,
and opened it, and the aroma of the food came out.



“Ah, it smells so good! Jessica, you are really good, this smell makes me
drool, it must be delicious, you are really…treasure girl, I probably don’t have
your married craftsmanship. it is good.”

Jessica took out the same food, Su Jiu turned around and greeted Xu
Yanwan.

“Miss Xu, since Mr. Victor’s girlfriend has brought food over, we don’t have to
go out. When you get up, be slower and come over to eat.”

Xu Yanwan sat motionless in the same place, watching the scene somewhat
bewildered.

She never expected that Jessica would come to give food, and she also made
so much to eat, looking enthusiastic.

She was still in a daze, Su Jiu had already eaten a piece of meat, and then
praised: “It’s so delicious, Jessica, when will you and Mr. Victor get married? If
he could marry you such a good helper, he would be blessed. “

Jessica flushed with her amusement.

“Secretary Su!”

“Hee hee, you are really thin-skinned, here are the three of us. Mr. Victor is
not there. Why are you shy? Come gossip with me, where are you and Mr.
Victor? Ms. Xu and Mr. Victor know each other, presumably You should also
want to know, right?”

After speaking, Su Jiu glanced in Xu Yanwan’s direction.

Xu Yanwan still sat there in a daze, for a long time she suppressed the
bitterness in her heart, then lifted the quilt and slowly got out of bed, and
walked to the two of them like a robot without emotion.



“Well, I really want to know.” She smiled, picked up the bowl and chopsticks,
and accompany them to eat.

Su Jiu couldn’t help but glanced at her more, and seeing that there was
nothing wrong with Xu Yanwan, there was still a bit of a murmur in her heart.
Could it be that she guessed wrong? Are Xu Yanwan and President Han just
ordinary friends? Is there nothing else?

“Look, she also wants to know, we all want to know, Jessica, just talk about it.”

Su Jiu felt that she wanted to try Xu Yanwan’s reaction again, so he asked
again: “Just tell me where you are, hold hands, kiss?”

Jessica: “…”

Her heartbeat was a little fast, and she looked at Su Jiu incredulously. She
didn’t expect Secretary Su to be so gossip and caring about her love life.

“Secretary Su, you…”

“Or, what have you already done?”

Jessica: “!!! Secretary Su!”

Su Jiu smiled and squeezed her face: “What are you shy, we are all women,
Miss Xu, right?”


